
Previous: 7,704.6 PSEi change: -0.28%

High: 7,715.9 Best: DMC +2.25%

Low: 7,655.5 2nd best: MEG +2.22%

Close: 7,683.2 2nd worst: BDO -2.44%

Val. traded (mn): 3,309.8 Worst: AGI -3.37%

Tenor Change Yield Tenor Change Yield

3 months -0.0090 3.0870 5 years +0.0110 4.3580

6 months -0.0060 3.3080 7 years +0.0160 4.5530

1 year -0.0630 3.6470 10 years +0.0220 4.7460

2 years -0.0020 3.9500 20 years -0.0010 5.0100

3 years +0.0010 4.0950 30 years - 4.9840

4 years +0.0060 4.2310

Previous Close Previous Close

PHP/USD 51.730 51.860 EUR/USD 1.0979 1.0978

Tenor Change Yield Tenor Change Yield

3 months +0.0152 1.7025 5 years +0.0438 1.3908

6 months +0.0645 1.7041 10 years +0.0290 1.5580

2 years +0.0581 1.4617 30 years +0.0333 2.0484

Philippine peso
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LOCAL MARKETS

Key Events PSEi Snapshot

Equities

Bond Market Movement

Fixed Income

Local equities fell, local fixed income ended mixed, and the Philippine Peso weakened against the US Dollar ahead of the upcoming latest round of US-China

trade talks this week.

Foreign Exchange

OVERSEAS MARKETS

Global Markets

US Treasuries

Global equities were mixed ahead of upcoming trade talks between the US and China. Concerns over a narrowing range of topcis for the talks led to declines in

the US market, while the Asian market remained flat. Europe rebounded after last week's decline. US Treasury yields rose and the US dollar strengthened as

markets look forward to the resumption of the US-China trade talks later this week.

 Local fixed income yields were mixed yesterday as investors were cautious 
ahead of the nearing US-China trade talks. On average, yields fell  0.23 bps 
DoD, led by the short-end of the curve which fell by 2.00 bps DoD. Meanwhile, 
the belly and long-end of the curve rose by 0.85 bps and 0.70 bps DoD, 
respectively.  

 Local equities declined as investors focused on the upcoming US-China trade 
talks scheduled this Thursday. Bloomberg reported that China's lead negotiator 
told dignitaries that his offer to the US will not include commitments on reformning 
Chinese industrial policy or government subsidies. The PSEi fell 0.28% DoD 
closing at 7,683.22.  

 Globe Telecom, Inc. (PSE Ticker: GLO) announced that its 5G fixed wireless 
broadband service is now available in parts of Rizal, Cavite, and Bulacan. This is 
line with the company's aim to serve more customers, especially in areas where 
they encounter challenges in rolling out fiber-optic cables. The company stated 
that rolling out 5G to the market is expected to come at a faster rate as the 
technology can rise on existing wireless sites, therefore hurdling geographical 
limitations and permitting needs that are required by fiber optic cables. 

 The Bangko Sentral ng Pilipinas (BSP) will subsidize the production of blank 
cards for the national ID while the Philippine Statistics Authority will maintain and 
secure the database of ID owners, safeguarding the confidentiality of their data. 
This is under the new signed memorandum of agreement of BSP and PSA last 
Monday at the PICC. 
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guarantee of future results. BPI AMTC Investment Funds are valued daily using the marked-to-market method. 

 US equities fell as Chinese officials gave a narrower list of topics they're willing to 
cover in upcoming trade war negotiations, highlighting unwillingness to agree toa  
broaded trade deal. The Trump administration also blacklisted eight Chinese 
companies due to human rights violations. The DJIA closed at 26,478.02 (-0.36% 
DoD), while the S&P 500 ended at 2,938.79 (-0.45% DoD). 

 Asian equities were mixed as the week-long holiday period in China comes to a 
close, and as regional investors remain uncertain ahead of the upcoming trade 
talks between the US and China. MSCI APxJ closed at 497.42 (0.02% DoD). 

 European equities broadly rose as most industry groups ended in the positive, and 
after last week's significant decline on global growth concerns. The MSCI Europe 
closed at 129.04 (0.73% DoD). 

 US Treasury yields rose as investors became cautiously optimistic while waiting 
for the trade talks between the US and China later this week. On average, yields 
rose by 4.07bps DoD, with the 2Y at 1.4617 (5.81 bps DoD) and the 10Y at 1.5580 
(2.90 bps DoD). 

 The US Dollar similarly strengthened as markets wait for the resumption of the 
US-China trade talks. The DXY index closed at 98.9670 (0.16% DoD). 

 The Philippine Peso weakened versus the US Dollar amid escalation in the 
US-China trade war following news that China is reluctant to pursue a broad 
trade deal with the US. The USD/PHP pair closed at 51.860 (+0.25% DoD). 


